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The mystery and majesty of the Xi’an Empire
has intrigued humanity since our first encounter
with the storied species in 2530. Their culture
and society can be a hard nut to crack, but one
thing that can always be said is that when it
comes to ship tech, the Xi’an are doing things
that human engineers and designers haven’t
even begun to consider.
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Of course, this isn’t news. Aopoa has been
importing ships specifically designed for the
human market for over thirty years, and more and
more Khartu-Al scout ships can be seen buzzing
around UEE space with every passing season.
What were first considered a novelty by many
human pilots are now becoming more common
as people discover that, aside from being among
the most efficient and economical machines on
the market, these ships are flat-out fun to fly.

The Xi’an passion for spaceflight, exploration,
and pushing both aesthetic and technological
boundaries is well known. Integrating the next
generation of dual-vector maneuvering
thrusters, bold new visual touches, and
advanced ergonomics, this passion has never
been more evident than in the all
new San’tok.yāi.
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THE FUTURE OF SPACEFLIGHT
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The Xi’an have travelled the stars longer than
the most complete range of motion of any
Thanks to the recent passing of the
any known species, and years of exploration ship available to civilians. But this craft doesn’t
Human-Xi’an Trade Initiative, the import
and research shine through in Aopoa’s
rely on dexterity alone. We understand that
market is only getting stronger. Not long
approach to ship design. Nestled it’s an unpredictable and too-often dangerous ago, Aopoa was thought of as a niche brand
comfortably in the cockpit of a San’tok.yāi, universe out there and we’ve answered those
for endurance racers and alien culture
one is apt to find new definitions of control
criticisms resolutely: Torral Aggregate’s latest
enthusiasts. Now, with the release of the
as the unique approach to pilotry succeeds
military-inspired ordnance harnesses San’tok.yāi, we sit poised on the cutting edge
in making the ship feel like a near-physical advanced Xi’an tech to provide a much higher of the industry, the clear forerunners in tech,
extension of the aviator.
rate of fire than comparable human-made
design, and performance. We‘d love for you
repeaters. Add a generous supply of missiles to join us as we chart a course into the future
The dual-vector thrusters that put us on the to the package and the San’tok.yāi more than
of spaceflight.
map with the Khartu-Al have been
lives up to its name, inspiring dread and awe
reimagined, making sure the San’tok.yāi has
in the stoutest of adversaries.

[FLIGHT SPECS]
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YI’OA E SYU

[ MAIN THRUSTER]

4X Dual-Vector Gen-II

[FLIGHT SPECS]
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If anything sets Aopoa ships apart from their
human-made counterparts, it’s their
unmatched maneuverability. Cutting through
space and air with acrobatic precision and
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grace, Aopoa’s distinct wing placement and
now-iconic dual-vector thrusters allow the
San’tok.yāi to literally fly circles around
the competition.
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ARTISTRY IN MOTION

[MISSILES]

4X S3 - BEHR
MSD-322 MISSILE RACK
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[WEAPONS]

4X TORRAL AGGREGATE S3
YENG’TU LASER REPEATERS

[WEAPONS SPECS]

Aopoa isn’t specifically known for offensive
prowess, but with the San’tok.yāi, we’ve gone
big in the weapons department. We wanted
to craft a ship that retained the nimble
dexterity and tight handling the brand has
been known for, but that could pack a serious
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wallop when the situation called for it. With
mil-tech inspired Yeng’tu Laser Repeaters
(tailor-made by Torral Aggregate for this
model) and quad-mounted missile racks to
match, this ship does just that.
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FIGHTER’S EDGE
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The San’tok.yāi harnesses the power of
next-generation Xi’an flight systems. The
uniquely ergonomic cockpit takes the entire
experience to a new level of comfort and
control, with special care being taken to ensure
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maximum efficiency in adapting the pilot’s
seat and controls to human specifications.
They may take some getting used to, but any
veteran Aopoa pilot can attest that our ships
blur the line between you and your machine.
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XI’AN ADVANTAGE
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re-imagined the landing configuration
with this latest human conversion to not
only streamline take offs and landings,
but to lend the San’tok.yāi a handsome
profile all its own.
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The San’tok.yāi implements some
uniquely-Xi’an design innovations. The
front-loading modular Power Shuttle
supports fast and easy component repair and
replacement, and Aopoa designers totally

WEAPONS

THRUSTERS

2x Torral Aggregate S3
Yeng’tu Laser Repeaters

Speed

265 mps

[DETAILS]
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COCKPIT

For Xi’an ship and tech enthusiasts, the
San’tok.yāi takes everything to the next level.
From the unmistakably angular profile to the
game-changing dual-vector thrusters now
synonymous with the brand, Aopoa continues
the tradition of bold and distinctive design
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while continually pursuing further
advancements in technology, engineering,
and combat. Welcome to the future of
spaceflight, courtesy of the Xi’an Empire.
We know you’ll enjoy the ride.

Seats

WEAPONS
2x Torral Aggregate S3
Yeng’tu Laser Repeaters

MISSILES
4x S3 - BEHR MSD-322 Missile Rack
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THRUSTERS
4x Dual-Vector Gen-II
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FINESSE OF FORM

The models featured in this publication are approved for use in the UEE. Some items of equipment are available as extracost options only. Specifications correct at date of publish. For information on standard and optional equipment, please
consult your local Dealer. Specifications, features and appearance are subject to revision during development.
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